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From the Editor-in-Chief
In the 19th century, Oscar Wilde penned the phrase “people today
know the price of everything, and the value of nothing.” The
telecom industry is struggling today with forces that are
undercutting traditional revenue streams; driving rising costs;
enforcing flat rate pricing; and introducing competition from new
and unfamiliar corners. Service providers are asking themselves,
“how do we avoid becoming commoditized” in a market where the
most innovative competitors are adding value on communications
infrastructure, but keeping the spoils for themselves.
Telecoms have the resources, particularly in their IT domains, to
overcome inertia. These resources must be leveraged properly to
become tools that deliver competitive advantage. Operations can’t
just be about engineering anymore. The focus has to be on
business – on creating, sustaining, and assuring revenue and
profitability.
The purpose of this magazine is to encourage ideas and debates
that can help the communications industry to identify its strengths,
understand the breadth of its opportunities, and connect the dots
between every day operations and its ability to generate revenue
and competitive advantage. If we managed to spur new ideas that
help the industry to capitalize on the massive opportunities before
it, then we've accomplished our goal. My sincere hope is that you
come away from your reading with new ideas, useful perspectives,
and a bit of inspiration.

Ed Finegold, Editor-in-Chief
ejfinegold@styluscom.com

Subex is a leading supplier of OSS/BSS
solutions to communications service
providers across the globe.
To request additional copies, please visit
www.subexworld.com
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charging for
value in a world
of free bandwidth
critical changes in
billing are needed
to engage
advertisers,
content partners,
and customers

Telecom companies face a challenge.
After years of talking about accommodating content and mobility, they must
actually do it. Otherwise, they stand to
confuse – perhaps even alienate –
subscribers who want transparency,
personalization and context in their
billing services. The key to success is
making positive changes that will bring
inherent value to advertisers, content
partners, and customers.
Before the iPhone and even before
Google there were discussions about
the business models the telecommunications industry would need to adopt to
address the new age of converged
communications. There were seminars
and workshops on the whole idea of
billing for content. In 1999, billing for
content simply was a concept, but one
we thought would be a reality by 2001.
UMTS was going to offer wireless
broadband to the extent that bandwidth
would be almost ubiquitous.
Of course, we then suffered the
setbacks of the early- to mid-2000s.
Companies cut expenditure and
stopped investment. Wireless
broadband and the conversations
concerning the business models also
came to a virtual halt. They remained
concepts. At the same time, other
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wireless technologies were launched.
The conversations then revolved around
which of these technologies would pose
the biggest threat to UMTS, or whether
they would all work together somehow.
We seem to have come full circle. At
last all the pieces seem to be in place.
Content providers actively are
generating content for mobiles, while
advertising agencies and content
companies publicly say mobility holds
more opportunity than fixed communications. Partner relationship
management is taken as seriously as
customer management. Revenue
assurance has been a focal point for a
number of years and digital rights
management is a core content enabler
for mobile service providers.
The interesting – and, many will say,
frustrating – aspect is that we are talking
about the same concept as we were
before the iPhone and Google: charging
for value.
Charging or billing for value was seen
then, as it is now, as unlocking the
potential of the on-demand, converged
world we are entering. The difference
between the discussions then and now
is that we no longer are talking about
the future – we are talking about the
present.
Four factors are creating a sense of
urgency:
1

The discussions about charging for
value are of immediate relevance;

2 The advent of iPhone and Google
signals that we are dealing with more
players than just the telecom
companies;
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3 The value of telecom companies is
significantly less than media
companies, a complete reversal from
10 years ago;
4 For all intents and purposes, the
bandwidth is here.
During a recent conference covering
mobile entertainment, a panel of
content providers discussed their
businesses’ relationships with the
telecom industry. The panelists included
a news producer and broadcaster; a
games producer; and an adult content
provider. At the end of the session they
were asked to identify one wish that
would make their lives better.
Every one of them said ‘free’ bandwidth.
This is the heart of the matter, the pivot
on which the prosperity of this industry
rests. The data used, the bandwidth,
must be invisible to the consumer. If
customers cannot understand what they
are buying or what they have bought –
generally by looking at their bill – they
will become perplexed, even
unhappy.
Telecom providers need to
create a simple, clear
customer experience. This
will foster a circle of
success. That’s
because

subscribers talk about companies they
like. Indeed, word of mouth works faster
than any broadband technology; the
popularity of many sites can be
attributed to verbal recommendations,
not clever advertising campaigns.
The opposite happens when customers
feel confused. If they have to examine
their bills to determine what they’ve
bought, they often won’t readily use the
service or recommend it to others.
The bill is essential. It must serve as a
value statement. It is the only regular
communication with the customer, and
it must evolve into a dynamic conversation that imparts value and
encourages the customer to buy more.
Providers also should extend this
communication across borders by

including roaming. Even telecom professionals have been tripped up by huge
data charges when abroad. A recent
horror story involved a BlackBerry’s
automated software update. The
download required such an enormous
amount of data that the bill totalled
thousands of euros. And it had to be
paid.
While it is true that content is king and
people do not ‘buy’ the channel they are
accessing, that channel must provide
some added value. The question under
debate for years – what does a telecom
company bring to the value chain? –
urgently needs an answer. The
traditional answers are knowledge of the
customer and the billing relationship
with that user. It would be convenient to
accept this, but it is not a surety that
telecom companies know their
customers that well. Compared to retail,
telecom providers’ understanding about
what the customer buys – and, more
importantly, is likely to buy – is poor. It
needs to improve dramatically.
And yes, it is true that telecom
companies are able to bill for micro
transactions, creating an advantage in
the struggle for a stake in the value
chain, or value web. But without the
knowledge of the customer, this
advantage virtually is lost. So, first,
the telecom market must combine
excellence – not quantity – in
business intelligence with a first-class
revenue assurance, reporting and
management process. Then, operators
must meld that with an innovative and
flexible billing system. If all of these
pieces, and the people in charge of
them, aim to provide a top-notch
customer experience, then the potential
is enormous.

Now is the
“moment
for

telecom to take a
risk and innovate,
to capitalize on
the talk of the
last few years.
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The bill is
“
essential. It must

serve as a value
statement.

Now is the moment for telecom to take a
risk and innovate, to capitalize on the talk
of the last few years. If providers do that,
they will find themselves in an enviable
position: controlling the customer
experience – not the device experience, or
the house experience, the customer
experience.
Advertisers are the natural allies for
making this happen.
If telecom companies provide the
channel, the billing relationship and the
knowledge of the customer, they will be
solid and trusted partners of the content
world. If telecom companies ignore
advertisers and rely on the legacy of
sending bills once a month, the content
world will be the competitor, not the
partner.
At the mobile entertainment conference,
a speaker from the advertising industry
summed up the power of an alliance
between communications and advertising.
The formula, he said, is personalization
and context.
The personalization enabled via mobile
phones has been discussed at length, but
the context of advertising to mobile
phones has not been explored fully.
Although this issue brings to mind the
concept of location-based services (you
are close to a bar, therefore you need a
drink), it goes further. Here are two
examples as presented by the advertising
representative.
Picture a drinks coaster in a bar. The
coaster features a barcode. Now say
you’ve agreed to buy the next round.
When you do that, you wave your phone
over the barcode. You will receive a free
drink, courtesy of the advertiser
sponsoring the barcode on the coaster.
That is intuitive, a winning idea that plays
to the context and desires of the
customer – ‘I am in a bar and ordering
drinks.’ It’s not simply, ‘I am passing a bar
and therefore need a drink.’
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The other scenario involves a bus stop. If
traffic is bad, yet the schedule reads that
the bus is due in five minutes, you’re likely
not to believe the timetable. However, if
there is a barcode next to the schedule,
you could wave your phone over it for
details on when the bus will, in fact, arrive.
Advertisers and content providers even
are envisioning the next level. For instance,
a pizza company could advertise that if
your bus is more than five minutes away, it
would guarantee delivery before your
transportation arrives. It is difficult not to
be cynical about that concept, though.
What happens when you’re trying to pay
for a pizza while the bus driver grows
angry because he wants to close the
doors? Still, it suggests that advertising
and communications have enormous
potential as allies, and together can add
the value needed to succeed.
The communications industry can
maximize its place in the value chain if it
can achieve four goals. The first is to turn
billing into a channel that provides clear
communications and is easy for partners
and advertisers to access. Second, this
must be coupled with true customercentricity, which will require telecoms to
commit finally to overcoming cultural,
organizational and internal political
barriers and inertia. The third goal, which
builds on customer-centricity, is to drive
processes that support and can help to
innovate new products and services. And
fourth is to enable an environment where
customer choice and preference
determines which payment methods are
offered.
Achieving this sort of focus and the
simplicity it can deliver to customers and
advertising alliances can create huge
potential for our industry - but ‘free’
bandwidth also must become part of the
offer. If these sorts of changes are not
made, the telecoms industry will fail to
provide what customers and advertisers
really value by continuing to provide the
same old services, confusing people in
the same old ways, and struggling with
the same old problems.

FOUR CRITICAL GOALS
TELECOMS MUST ACHIEVE
• Make billing an accessible channel for
clear customer and advertiser
communications
• Commit to overcoming cultural
barriers, organizational inertia and
internal politics to achieve customercentricity
• Build on customer-centricity to drive
processes that support new product
and service innovation
• Enable an environment where
customers choose how they may pay
for their services
Alex Leslie leads the TM Forum’s Billing
& Customer Experience initiative. Alex is
a recognized expert and strategic
consultant in the areas of billing
strategy, market trends and
performance measurement. He can be
reached at aleslie@tmforum.org.
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aren’t interested in
“ Enterprises
competing with telecom for
eyeballs. They are, however,
accustomed and willing to pay
partners who can deliver real
business value to them.

thinking
exponentially
as the telecom
world is blinded
by content, a
greater enterprise
opportunity
awaits

The telecom industry is so focused on
consumer content, that enterprises no
longer are part of the debate. This
needs to change. While content might
be an attractive business, it’s only one
thread in the tapestry of greater
opportunity. The bigger opportunity is in
the enterprise realm, and it’s time for
CSPs to take notice.
The telecom industry has fallen in love
with content and never has love been
blinder. In the rush to all things new,
exciting and cool, telecom isn’t talking
about a bigger opportunity in the
enterprise arena. Enterprises – business
customers – traditionally represent the
biggest source of profit for telecom.
Enterprises grow more dependent every
day on revenue-generating technologies
such as POS terminals, bar code
scanners and self-serve kiosks – all of
which need communications services to
function. These new technologies have
measurable business value for the
corporations and government agencies
that deploy them, or they wouldn’t be
deployed at all. As communications
providers ask themselves how to avoid
being commoditized, too often the
answers focus on consumer content and
Internet-like services. The bigger and
more realistic answer is much closer to
home, and it resides in the enterprise
world.

ENTERPRISES NEED MORE
BUSINESS VALUE IN THEIR
COMMUNICATIONS
Enterprises are shouldering an
increasingly complex burden as they roll
out RFID and barcode scanners;
biometric sensors; self-care kiosks and
portals; point-of-sale terminals; digital
advertising signage; full-function ATM
systems; and a range of handheld and
autonomous wireless devices. Walk
through any urban neighborhood or
major airport and notice that these
devices automate customer-facing
processes that generate and collect
revenue. They communicate remotely
with other systems and all of these rely
on telecommunications networks for the
transactions, commerce, and customer
interactions they enable.
It is puzzling that telecom providers
haven’t effectively increased their piece
of the expanding value chain beyond
basic connectivity. In the film “Any Given
Sunday,” Al Pacino, playing an
embattled pro football coach, implores
his team to focus on what life is really
about: “The six inches in front of your
face.” The communications industry
should heed this insight and pay
attention to what’s happening at the end
of its nose.
Internet players haven’t needed much
cooperation from telecom to drive
growth, as they’ve undercut telecom’s
fundamentals. But consider that
Facebook, MySpace and YouTube, while
earning eyeballs by the millions, aren’t
generating the kind of revenue telecom
enterprise units typically have. Everyone
points to Google or Amazon as the
ultimate case studies, yet it’s not clear
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that their successes are duplicable.
Apple is lauded for its success with the
iPod and iPhone, but its online
download site – iTunes – isn’t a major
profit center. Apple is winning in the
consumer electronics business with
attractive gadgets that are simple to
use. It’s not, however, monetizing the
kinds of killer applications telecom
providers hope to in the content world.
Contrary to these new entrants,
enterprises aren’t interested in
competing with telecom for eyeballs.
They are, however, accustomed and
willing to pay partners who can deliver
real business value. They have their own
core operations to focus on – everything
from shipping packages and milling
lumber to flying airplanes, manufacturing trucks, and selling home
improvement products. It would be a
great boon to their businesses, and to
their bottom lines, if telecom providers
offered more than connectivity.
Companies want converged services
that offset the cost, effort, risk and
complexity of developing, deploying,
and improving the new technologies
they need to compete in a globalized
marketplace.

For example, Simon and Shock International is a lumber company that brings
advanced milling techniques and
sustainable forestry to monetize – and
protect – the Guyanese and Brazilian
rainforests. Opening these markets
requires the company to build shipping
docks on isolated and remote rivers
where their mills stand. These docks
need to be secured and controlled, so a
service that would deliver logistical
scanning, video surveillance, biometric
security, message-based alarms and
wireless communications in one
package would be useful. Simon and
Shock wants to cut wood – it doesn’t
want to invent new communications
services.
There also is an enterprise angle in
content. Major entertainment companies
are enterprises, too, and they’re getting
clobbered by Internet players that
encourage and enable intellectual
property piracy. While telecom providers
deliver content with IPTV and mobile
video, they aren’t taking the customer
relationship to the next level – unlike
some of the major systems integration
consultancies. These experts see a
multi-billion dollar opportunity in
creating global digital content distribution networks they plan to operate.
They – not telecom – will deliver the
premium, secure channels
entertainment providers need to
overcome the Internet’s disruptive force.

GOOD ENOUGH FOR
GOVERNMENT WORK
Carriers aren’t capitalizing on the
advances made by their government
customers, either. From sensors and
cameras that witness traffic violations
and issue citations, to remote systems
that control everything from rail
crossings to public waterways and
commercial ports, agencies are rolling
out more technologies that generate
revenue and improve public safety.
Government isn’t trying to compete with
telecom for customers. Officials also
aren’t turning to Facebook to help them
secure canal locks or control air traffic or
transmit biometric security sensor data.
Certainly governments shouldn’t ask
Google to manage U.S. Visit kiosks and
the important, and private, information
those capture.
On the other hand, government
agencies do turn to companies like
AT&T, Verizon, BT and Telstra to provide
the secure networks they require – and
they always have. It is a natural
progression for these carriers to assume
a greater role in helping government
with secure networking, as well as
technology development, deployment
and support. Telecom is stocked with
engineers who can solve technology
problems, but their skills aren’t used
effectively enough. As a result,
government agencies run their own IT
and communications departments, all
funded by taxpayers.

Consumer content
“
is one thread in a much

greater tapestry of new
opportunity. The telecom
industry’s overwhelming
focus on it suggests linear
thinking, when telecom
leaders need to think
exponentially.
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EXPONENTIAL THINKING

VERIZON BUSINESS MODEL

Consumer content isn’t a waste of time
and energy. There’s value in it, but the
barriers to excellence – like marketing to
granular segments and becoming truly
customer-centric – are formidable for
most telecom providers. Consumer
content is one thread in a much greater
tapestry of new opportunity. The
telecom industry’s overwhelming focus
on it suggests linear thinking, when
instead, telecom leaders need to think
exponentially.

With the exponential opportunity in
sight, communications providers need
to determine how to capture a larger
piece of the value chain. Verizon
Business offers a strong example. It is
focused entirely on business customers
and, as such, isn’t distracted by
consumer content. Verizon Business’
services have advanced beyond pure
connectivity. First, the company began
monitoring users’ entire communications infrastructures – including
services from other carriers. This took
customers’ cost and effort to maintain
network operations centers (NOCs) that
synthesize data from multiple carriers
and productized them into various
portals and integrated NOC views.

Raymond Kurzweil, famed inventor of
the music synthesizer and speech-totext technology, uses an exponential
method for making accurate, long-term
technology predictions. Case in point, he
predicted in the 1980s that the World
Wide Web would emerge in 1994 as the
world came to know it. Kurzweil explains
in his public addresses that his method
is to examine parallel and converging
developments across many industries.
By focusing primarily on consumer
content, telecom providers fail to think
this way. Thus, they overlook the parallel
developments in remote and semiautonomous devices that use communications networks, interact with people,
and generate revenue (see Figure 1).

The next step was to monitor devices
and transactional content. One
customer, a major U.S. banking
institution, has tens of thousands of
ATM machines in service. This bank
knows exactly what it earns for every
minute an ATM is in service, and what it
loses for every minute an ATM is down.
The sooner the bank knows there’s a
problem, and why, the sooner it can
restore the machine and keep revenue
flowing.

FIG 1. PARALLEL DEVELOPMENTS DEPEND ON COMMUNICATIONS
Biometric
security

Government and corporate security and time-tracking applications use
biometrics to capture personal information that must be transmitted and
stored securely.

Public
transport &
toll tags

City buses, subways, commuter trains and toll roads generate public and
private revenue using specialized devices that scan magnetic cards and
wireless toll tags.

Logistics,
scanning,
RFID

Shipping, hard goods, e-commerce, just-in-time inventory, just-in time
manufacturing, all depend on various scanning technologies including bar
code scanners and RFID.

Traffic
violations

Cities are using automated traffic cameras to drive increased revenue
through automated citations that do not require paid police officers to write.

POS and
ATM
terminals

Financial transactions of all types are conducted through these ubiquitous
devices.

Self-Serve
kiosks

Airlines, train operators, and retail stores use these to enable low cost,
repeatable commercial transactions and to provide customer self-service.

Mobile
devices

From mobile phones to custom wireless terminals, mobile devices are
proliferating rapidly to support POS functions, logistics, self-service,
person-to-person and person-to-machine communications.

Comms

Communications networks and applications enable all of the devices above to
communicate; transmit and exchange data; conduct financial transactions; and
serve customers. CSPs must move up this stack to capture a bigger opportunity.

Verizon Business now monitors this
bank’s ATMs. When the machines run
out of cash, or have mechanical failures,
Verizon Business knows in real-time and
tells the bank immediately. This is
actionable business intelligence the
bank uses to measure improved uptime
and lower costs realized by optimized
problem resolution. Verizon Business,
meanwhile, protects its customer service
reputation and revenue stream. It has
become a business partner that can’t be
replaced easily, the way a commodity
connectivity provider can.
A number of cross-organizational teams
and talented people – folks with
expertise in OSS and BSS systems,
project management, and large program
management – developed the IT
systems and processes that enable the
Verizon Business model. With an
imperative to be a customer-oriented
business partner, Verizon Business
changed its operating model, leveraged
and consolidated many assets in a post
M&A environment, and emerged as an
evolved service provider. This is the
model telecom needs to follow to avoid
being commoditized. Skills in OSS/BSS
and revenue-focused operations are key
catalysts. Entertainment content might
be a success, but it should not result in
a missed opportunity to offer more in
the enterprise realm.
Ed Finegold is an author, freelance
journalist, and analyst specializing in
communications industry billing, IT and
business processes. Ed provides ghost
writing and strategic consulting to
several of the world’s leading technology
suppliers, including Subex Ltd. He is
currently authoring a book on IT
transformation with consultants from
EMC’s BusinessEdge Solutions and the
CIO of a major U.S. multi-service
provider. He can be reached at
ejfinegold@styluscom.com
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operators: it’s time
to use business
analytics
The next 18-24 months are critical
for CSPs to establish an analytical
approach to their businesses,
Stratecast found in a recent study.
That’s because competition will only
increase, and it will come from
unexpected players – companies
such as Google and Yahoo!

Triple- and quad-play services now are
mainstream offers, and that has
communications service providers
looking for ways to win, and keep,
customers. Business analytics provide
one of the best ways to do that. Outside
of telecom, such as in the retail and
financial sectors, predictive business
analytics is a well-proven technique for
forecasting future patterns based on
past behavior. Within telecom, this
technology also can predict churners
and help providers to up-sell
candidates. On top of that, data mining
can spotlight opportunities to
streamline processes and cut costs.

ANALYTICS DEFINED
Business analytics uses statistics and file
data-mining to forecast and establish
the probability of certain future events.
In telecom, that prediction might be a
numeric value expressing customers’
propensity to buy advanced features
given their location; income; gender;
credit score; and upgrade history. The
predictive models then drive acquisition,
retention, and up-sell/cross-sell
campaigns so there’s a greater chance
of success than there is with all-purpose
direct mail.
CSPs need to understand customer
buying behavior, but they also can use
analytics to study internal inefficiencies,
fraud or competitor behavior. Analytics
“connects the dots” among disparate
data in a company’s enterprise files,
databases and Web site logs. For
example, AT&T examined repair records
with analytics software. The carrier then
streamlined the repair process and
eliminated repeat technician visits,
resulting in lower costs and higher
customer satisfaction.
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Capital One’s
“
emphasis on analytics

has resulted in 1,000
percent stock growth
over 10 years in a
market otherwise
deemed ‘mature.’

IS IT WORTH THE EFFORT?
In Competing On Analytics, authors
Thomas Davenport and Jeanne Harris
cite how analytics have boosted global
competitiveness. For example, in 2003,
the Marriott hotel chain boosted its
operating income by 17 percent after
implementing analytics to maximize
revenue yield per property. Likewise,
credit card issuer Capital One uses
analytics to decide where to expand.
When it launches in a new market, it has
a better handle on the best customers
for each product. Capital One’s
emphasis on analytics has resulted in
1,000 percent stock growth over 10
years in a market otherwise deemed
“mature.”

THE COMMUNICATION
INDUSTRY LAGS
Only half of the operators Stratecast
surveyed had the makings of a true
analytics environment. Most are stuck in
basic reporting from an OSS/BSS
application or home-grown marketing
database.
A company using predictive business
analytics has several things going for it,
such as executive support and funding;
normalized, predictable data feeds from
inside and outside the company; and
they use rigorous statistical analysis and
data mining. These are the CSPs that
keep growing their revenue.
The story is different for providers
relying on outdated and insufficient
methods. For example, to try to increase
sales, companies might buy prospect
lists from outside firms and sift through
billing files to find ideal customers to
upsell. But such analysis won’t help
because, while an operator can predict
which customers bring in the most
money or stay the longest, they
can’t say why the customers stay.
These companies also can’t
identify those top subscribers’
other characteristics, or those of
other customers or prospects.

A FEW OPERATORS
DELIVER RESULTS
The operators using analytics
technology to understand
customer behavior also tend to
employ automated marketing
campaigns or telecom-focused
business intelligence, CRM or
data mining products. Some rely on
both – the former for marketing

planning and execution, the latter for
pre-campaign construction of predictive
models and post-campaign results
assessment. Figure 1 shows how North
American operators acquire these
technologies.

FIGURE 1: CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
AND ANALYTICS PRODUCT SOURCES
IN NORTH AMERICAN CSPS
Outsourced
vendor 6%

None 6%
Internally
developed
tools 33%

Internal and
vendor-supplied
38%
Vendor-supplied
products 17%
Marketing data come from a number of
sources – think internal OSS/BSS
applications or data warehouses, or
third-party suppliers of credit scores,
demographics, and psychographic and
lifestyle information. Operators enter
business rules, generate predictive
models and then test those models
against sample data. If they like the
results, they collect the necessary
customer or prospect records, and then
create and launch the marketing
campaign. If operators don’t like the
outcome, they adjust their specifications. Perhaps they’ll add more
outside data to improve results and run
the test again.
Experts say this “test and learn” cycle is
crucial to high-value findings. In fact,
Capital One runs 300 tests daily, say
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Davenport and Harris. The credit card
issuer uses business analytics on
proposed products because it is an
inexpensive way to target customers
more accurately and determine whether
they’ll buy new services. Above all, the
method enables Capital One “to avoid
approaches and customers that won’t
pay off,” the authors write.
Billing information also is handy. Eightysix percent of respondents to
Stratecast’s survey said billing served as
the primary internal source of
information about customer behavior.
Other sources – customer care, service
management, trouble tickets – helped,
operators said, but didn’t always
contribute significantly. Still, providers
find it’s hard to extract information from
billing records because requests take
too long and cost too much. Stratecast
see this as an opportunity for OSS/BSS
vendors and carrier billing teams to
partner with carrier marketing teams
and analytics vendors. Such pairings
would make analytics a more timely,
effective part of operators’ efforts to win
and retain customers.

CSPS SEEK END TO CHURN
Telecom companies that don’t have
business analytics want several
capabilities from any system they
procure. More than anything, they want
churn warning, interaction management
and trigger functionality. Churn warning
is an automated notice for customer
care and marketing departments. It
alerts them based on correlations and
causal behaviors or attributes that the
customer is likely to leave. Next,
interaction management provides realtime information about a customer that
changes as he or she responds to
questions or offers. Finally, trigger
functionality automatically initiates
marketing activities when a customer’s
behavior or attributes change, or if
there’s an internal or external change, or
if both occur.
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Meanwhile, operators that do have
analytics want more marketplace
visibility. They have said they want their
data feeds refreshed more often, and
they want to pull in new information
from network, service management, and
cable and telephony usage sources.
These data are available, but they’re
generally not given to data warehouses
or added to interface files for marketing.
This is a fixable problem, one that CSP
IT departments would do well to
investigate further.

LOOKING AHEAD
Analytics have become increasingly
important in the communications
industry, and it can take three years or
more for a large company to gain
significant value from the software. But
as the industry saw with revenue
assurance, such projects can provide
enough near-term benefits to keep
investors happy. With that in mind,
operators that haven’t adopted analytics
are advised do so soon, because the
competitor to beat in years to come is
not the cable company or wireless
provider in a geographic region. Rather,
it’s the stealth players like Google,
Yahoo! and eBay. The telecom revenue
model is shifting from reliance on
transport to reliance on content. Content
providers already have begun to control
ever-larger portions of customers’
information technologies spend –
today’s telecom operators risk being
relegated to the dumb pipe brigade.

ABOUT STRATECAST
Stratecast directly assists clients in
achieving their objectives by providing
critical, objective and accurate strategic
insight, in a variety of forms, via an
access-and-industry-expertise-based
strategic intelligence solution. Stratecast
provides communications industry
insight superior to a management
consultancy, yet priced like a market
research firm. Stratecast’s product line
includes: Monthly Analysis Services
[Convergence Strategies & Network
Architectures (CSNA), OSS Competitive
Strategies (OSSCS), Network Professional Services Strategies (NPSS),
Consumer Market Strategies (CMS), and
Business Market Strategies (BMS)].
Weekly Analysis Service [Stratecast
Perspectives and Insight for Executives
(SPIE)], Standalone Research, and
Business Strategy Consulting.

Susan McNeice is program manager,
OSS/BSS Competitive Strategies, for
Stratecast, a division of Frost & Sullivan.
She is well-known in the OSS/BSS
community as a skillful interpreter of the
business implications of technology.
She has written extensively on subjects
such as the competitive and strategic
uses of data analytics, business
intelligence platforms; the impact of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOA); and
solutions in revenue assurance and
project management. She has led
teams in strategic planning, market
research, technology marketing,
project/product management, program
turnaround, sales, process engineering,
requirements analysis, and solution
software definition.
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CSPs cannot
“
decouple their services

from the financial
relationship, bundle or
service plan. They must
meet performance
expectations. There’s
no getting around it.

good enough
isn’t good
enough
why sacrificing
quality to battle
rising costs and
internet
competitors is a
bad idea

CSPs are competing against Web 2.0
content providers, but that’s no reason
to sacrifice service quality. In fact, CSPs
have an advantage that Internet players
don’t – a billing relationship. So, CSPs
must not throw quality to the wind in
the rush to launch new services. If they
do, they’ll fail and here are the 10
reasons why.
One of the more daunting issues facing
communications service providers
(CSPs) is that of balancing service
innovation with quality. Quality takes
time, not to mention significant capex
and opex, to deliver. CSPs want to
emulate the Internet business model so
they can deliver niche services faster,
open platforms, and make way for usercreated content and social applications.
To be sure, Internet players already offer
these services for free. That pressures
CSPs to increase spending so they can
better compete; at the same time, they
have to drop prices to stay in the game.
The speed and agility CSPs want usually
comes at the expense of quality. This
presents a quandary. Should “fivenines” quality continue to be the
standard? Or has Internet “beta”
become sufficient? Though the Internet
model is appealing in the short term, in
the long run, “good enough” should not
be good enough for CSPs.

QUESTIONING QUALITY
The success of Web 2.0 companies –
Google, Yahoo!, MySpace and the like –
has left people questioning the significance of carrier-grade service quality.
Google offers about 80 different
applications. Thousands of similar and
equally innovative ones are available
throughout the Web. But like the
Internet, they are “best effort.” You get
what you get. Regardless, Web 2.0
companies’ valuations are sky-high. If
life is great on the “other side,” does that
mean CSPs can decrease quality as
they develop new services? Do they
need to deliver carrier-grade quality
anymore?
There is a lot at stake in these
questions. It’s expensive to do things
right. First, telco-grade service requires
significant capex to fund engineering,
product development and quality
assurance. And don’t forget about
service assurance and network
management. Second, it takes time for
service delivery and support processes
to mature — consider DSL and FiOS, for
example. Third, it takes know-how to
scale a service and make it profitable.
Web 2.0 businesses don’t go through
this process. They hack together an
application, throw it out there and see
what sticks. This approach is appealing,
and it compounds the pressure on
telcos. Wall Street and some Silicon
Valley insiders certainly like to call
telecom a dinosaur and berate it for not
innovating.
The “user-generated” versus “professionally generated” content perspective
also comes into play. Comparing CSP
and Internet companies isn’t an applesto-apples association. CSPs are true
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end-to-end service providers. Internet
businesses are turned up on a Web
server. Perception is what it is.
Why shouldn’t CSPs approach service
deployments with a “Just roll it out
quickly and deal with quality after the
fact?” attitude. There are at least 10
reasons why, long-term, compromising
quality is a bad idea for CSPs.

1. SERVICE PROVIDERS
AREN’T WEB 2.0
COMPANIES
Most Web 2.0 companies make money
through advertising measured by clickthru per thousand (CPM). They create
anything – applications, search engines,
content – that will attract viewers and
drive CPM. Some of what they offer is
stunningly original, and must be to get
the eyeballs. The quality, however, only
has to be good enough. There’s no
sense in doing any more than that
because the viewer isn’t paying
anything. Conversely, when consumers
pay for services, they expect high
quality. CSPs cannot decouple their
services from the financial relationship,
bundle or service plan. They must meet
performance expectations. There’s no
getting around it.

2. THERE’S ONLY ONE
CHANCE TO MAKE A FIRST
IMPRESSION
People will give a new service one
chance. They might have the patience
to set it up and figure it out once. If they
have to give it a second try, they’ll start
to get upset, probably calling technical
support. If they have to give it another
shot, well, three strikes – you’re out.
People won’t try again and they probably
will badmouth the service. That’s the
best-case scenario. The worst means
losing a good customer or bundle.

3. MARGINS COLLAPSE
When users in the Web 2.0 world
experience a problem, they have to
solve it on their own. But they know and
expect that. That’s not true of CSP
services. Glitches result in support calls,
which cost the provider $6 to $22 each.
Subsequent truck rolls average $200.
Generally, one support call wipes out
one month’s margin for a given service.
It gets worse. Oracle recently reported
that one additional truck roll eradicates
IPTV margins for 6.7 months. This is a
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staggering number, especially when
considering that some operators need
three or four truck rolls to turn up IPTV.

4. PRODUCTIVITY
APPLICATIONS WILL FAIL
Productivity applications are supposed
to make life easier. So when they fail, not
only is productivity undermined,
customers are left stranded. For
example, my mobile e-mail constantly
shuts down from an unhandled
exception. Technical support has shown
me how to reset the GPS to deal with
online navigation that only works half the
time – and never when I really need it.
Service remains problematic. My EVDO
service is great, but it takes a few tries
before the application loads. I found out
the hard way it doesn’t work on Windows
Vista. Lastly, DRM issues keep my music
from playing. Add it all up and the
productivity is gone. This is why wireless
productivity applications have been a
market failure. They’re only successful
when integrated with a purpose-built
device like a BlackBerry or a GPS
navigation unit.

5. ENTERTAINMENT
SERVICES WILL FAIL
Entertainment services are supposed to
provide relaxation, escapism and
laughter. What’s entertaining about
fighting with a device? Frustration over
music that won’t play or a video that
skips or a game that doesn’t work
cannot be part of the paid user
experience. When content is free or
available from just one source, as is the
case with iPod video, users are more
understanding. Analysts predict mobile
entertainment will be an $11 billion
industry by 2011. But unless CSPs figure
out how to deal with quality and DRM,
there’s no way that will happen.

6. IPTV WILL FAIL
TV service is extremely sensitive to
quality. Pay-TV subscribers won’t
tolerate anything less than analog-grade
video, although that’s becoming oldschool as digital TV now is the norm
and HD sets a new standard. This is
problematic for IP video distribution,
because a single bit loss on a base
frame affects the subsequent
interpolated frames – up to one-quarter
second or more of video. As such,
transmission errors of any kind won’t fly.
There are other issues to consider, too,

such as channel change times,
programming availability, on-demand
content and features such as DVR. Each
of those must work flawlessly just to
make par. Maybe that’s why a recent
European operator case study reported
that 50 percent of IPTV subscribers
cancelled service after just seven days.

7. CHURN
Low quality results in high churn rates.
And given the cost to acquire a
customer – a few hundred dollars for
wireless, a few thousand for fiber –
providers can’t afford any losses.
Nowhere should this be more evident
than in wireless. But still, CTIA proudly
reported that 75 percent of U.S. wireless
customers say their service quality is
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A recurring
“
billing relationship is a

strategic asset – it takes
a long time and trust to
establish. Web 2.0
companies don’t have
this advantage.

10. POLITICAL CAPITAL
Over the last 20 years, the telcos have
secured nearly every favorable ruling
they’ve sought. How else to explain the
almost near-resurrection of the Bell
system, the smooth entry into pay TV
and other concessions? Politicians trust
the telcos largely because they don’t
rock the political boat. Degrading service
quality will erode political capital.

PREMIUM QUALITY IS AN
ADVANTAGE

good. There is some question about
that number being too generous. Even if
it’s true, 75 percent customer
satisfaction is poor. Wireless churn is at
least at 20 percent annually, with some
reports suggesting churn between 35
and 40 percent among U.S. wireless
operators.

8. CONFIDENCE EROSION
A recurring billing relationship is a
strategic asset – it takes a long time and
trust to establish. Web 2.0 companies
don’t have this advantage. As CSPs
provide content and applications, they
must make the most of the billing
relationship. Poor quality undermines
the customer relationship, breeds
distrust, and drives uncollected revenue
when OSS/BSS practices are sloppy.

Poor quality compromises a CSP’s
reputation, customer relationships and
brands. Why give up quality?

9. QUALITY COMMANDS A
PREMIUM
Look at Apple. Everything it does is firstclass in terms of quality, packaging and
user experience. Is the iPod the best
MP3 player? No, but it outsells all the
others. Is the Mac the best technology?
No, but it’s the easiest to use. Apple’s
reputation is partly why the iPhone has
been a huge success, and why every
other handset manufacturer is trying to
copy it. Apple commands a premium
because people pay for the quality it
delivers.

Without question, CSPs must get more
aggressive about rolling out new
services quickly and at lower cost. That
is what IMS and SDPs are all about, and
one reason why OSS/BSSs are so
important. Innovation and speed,
though, cannot come at the expense of
quality. Telecom should not aspire to
become a dot-commer looking to snag
a quick buck. If anything, CSPs must
put service quality first, investing in the
parts of their businesses that deliver and
monetize premium services. Web 2.0
players can’t do that.
Dr. Matthew Lucas leads TeleStrategies,
Inc. the leading producer of customer
experience and revenue assurance
seminars and conferences in North
America. He is a recognized expert in
the billing, rating, customer experience,
and operations fields. Dr. Lucas holds a
Phd in Computer Science from the
University of Virginia. He can be reached
at mlucas@telestrategies.com.
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the revenue
assurance
revolution
rocs help
operators evolve
financial controls
out of billing and
inventory silos

Who can afford to lose money these
days? Telecom companies can’t as they
face tough competition as well as
stringent reporting requirements and
escalating investor expectations. One
way to offset revenue leakage is to add
a revenue operations center (ROC) to
your company. Not only will a ROC
detect attempts to defraud the network
it will make the most of all divisions,
such as billing, inventory and IT.
In the conventional voice-services
environment, revenue leakage often is
considered part of the cost of doing
business. But everything changes when
content becomes part of the equation.
When content traverses a service
provider’s network – read, yours – you
pay for that content, regardless of
whether you collect from subscribers.
That’s a whole new kind of loss. And
suddenly, it doesn’t matter whether
you’re a circuit-switched, mobile or data
carrier. That’s because when you don’t
bill for everything you deliver, you are
losing money. A revenue operations
center (ROC) can help fix the problem.
A ROC also can help service providers
get a handle on their inventory. In many
cases, carriers have operational, yet nonbillable, assets lying around. Sometimes
there’s an unbilled user attached to a
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device; sometimes there’s a device, but
no user. Either way, the carrier inevitably
will buy extra equipment to make up for
perceived network holes, when in fact a
device exists.
Tracking and billing challenges loom on
all sides. Therefore, it is surprising that
revenue leakage from all sources is not
worse than what it is: 10 to 15 percent of
revenue for data services and up to five
percent on voice – although as IP
telephony continues to propagate
worldwide, that figure is on the rise. The
worldwide impact of revenue leakage on
service providers appears to be in the
range of $100 billion. And publicly held
service providers in the United States
must meet Sarbanes-Oxley reporting
and compliance requirements. This
becomes difficult or impossible if they
cannot properly quantify their networks
or the services and sales traveling their
networks. Again, the ROC is the answer.

LEAKAGE THEN,
LEAKAGE NOW
In the late 1980s, Metromedia was
fourth ranked long-distance carrier in
the United States. One Monday
morning, the employees – including
yours truly - were greeted with the news
that the company had lost part of its
backbone network over the weekend.
The network vice president said, “We
lost the Houston switch for most of the
weekend…but no big loss – most of the
attempted traffic was probably toll fraud
anyway.”
Back then hackers were using blue
boxes, which replicated the tones used
to switch long-distance calls and routed
calls to bypass the normal switching
mechanism and charges. Criminals
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When content
“
enters the picture,

and service
providers fail to bill
for anything they’re
providing, the
losses mount.

made their first forays into identity theft,
stealing long-distance calling card
numbers and, later, cloning cell phones.
In response, Metromedia added a new
loss prevention and toll fraud team.
The evolution of telecom technologies
has taken care of some of this fraud.
The blue box – named because the first
such device confiscated by Bell System
security was in a blue plastic case – no
longer works in most networks. Now,
rather than placing calls with the inband signaling that the blue box
emulates, digital networks use SS7 outof-band signaling. Carriers have made it
a lot harder to “clone” mobile phones,
but there still are hackers “sniffing”
cellular networks, particularly GSM, to
obtain electronic serial numbers and
mobile identification numbers. And
while telecom networks have improved,
perhaps business ethics have not. ROCs
help with these problems.

ETHICS LEAKAGE
In the late 1990s one of the carriers
ahead of Metromedia – let’s call it
Carrier X – launched an international
callback plan. When per-minute calling
rates from the U.S. to other countries
became lower than calling rates from
those countries to the U.S., and to each
other, Carrier X and others provided a
certain service. A caller in another
country would, in effect, “ping” Carrier
X’s network; then, Carrier X automatically dialed the foreign caller back and
provided an open line for calling anyone
at a lower price than would have been
paid by dialing direct. In effect, Carrier X
was using foreign carriers’ networks to
provide service while denying those
carriers the international calling fees

they would otherwise have earned.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s
another of those three providers – let’s
call it Carrier Y – got itself in a spot of
trouble. Carrier Y allegedly routed longdistance calls through other carriers,
and through Canada, to avoid paying
access charges. In 2003, Carrier X
accused Carrier Y of unlawfully rerouting its long-distance traffic through
Canada and onto Carrier X’s network.
This caused Carrier X to pay for the fees
associated with interexchange access to
the local networks of another carrier –
Carrier Z; otherwise, Carrier Y would
have had to pay. Carrier Y responded by
describing these creative traffic
management strategies as "least cost
routing."

REVENUE – AND CAPEX –
LEAKAGE
Those are some of the ethical problems
that highlighted the need for a comprehensive approach to revenue assurance.
But other, more “passive” sources of
revenue leakage are just as deadly. For
example, “ghosts” emerge when
network resources are allocated and
service is activated, but the billing
system doesn’t know. So, the customer
uses a service without ever being billed.
“Misbilled customers” represent a
variation of this problem. For example, a
customer’s service is configured for
premium DSL access, but billing is set
up for the lowest/minimum DSL. The
customer gets the higher-cost service at
a bare-bones price. “Ghost colonies”
can also arise. This happens when
thousands of users are provisioned
through network elements that are fully
operational but that do not exist in the

carrier’s inventory/resource
management or billing systems.
Certainly these various “ghost” problems
result in nightmare scenarios where
significant revenue is lost.
While these problems are worsening in
the circuit-switched world, look out in
the IP world. Today, quadrillions of SIP
transactions send IP packets across
networks – whether those of network
owners or every network partner with
which they do business. Service
providers are overwhelmed trying to
track and bill for IP transactions. And
just when the flames did not need to be
fanned, the mergers and acquisitions
creating new global supercarriers means
a new breed of convergent services
must be delivered over multiple
networks throughout the world, thus
opening the door to more tracking,
billing, and revenue loss problems.
When content enters the picture, and
service providers fail to bill for anything
they’re providing, the losses mount.
Integration efforts aim to help solve
these problems, but they don’t
necessarily succeed.

SEPARATE BUT
EQUAL BILLING
If the word “integrated” has been tied
up with network management and
OSS/BSS once, they’ve been associated
a million times. Yet, for decades, the
words and intent didn’t match up. All of
the new service fulfillment and
assurance solutions that were supposed
to be more “integrated” than the last
treated billing and toll fraud as separate
but equal entities. Billing sat on the
back burner. As proof, more than a few
research firms didn’t cover billing and
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still don’t. Finally, though, cable and
telecom companies figured out that
they needed to combine cable or DSL
activation modules with partner billing
products. This ensured that customer
care and billing systems knew about
subscribers, and knew which services
had been ordered. A lot of people in
telecom rejoiced. The problem wasn’t
solved, though. All of the revenue
leakage, carrier-to-carrier settlements,
occasional “ethics leakage,” and the
tendency to treat revenue as a silo, still
called for a change.

THE REVENUE OPERATIONS
CENTER PULLS IT
TOGETHER
That change is the ROC. Much as a
network operations center lets an
operator monitor the network and
services, a ROC correlates the impacts
on revenue, cost and financial
statements. The ROC combines revenue
assurance, inventory accuracy and data
integrity to give service providers much
more control over their finances.
The ROC can be the link between
operations and profit. It provides
centralized systems and processes for
monitoring, measurement and control of
operations affecting costs, revenues
and, ultimately, profit. The trend toward a
ROC is marked by developments such
as blurred lines between classic OSS
and BSS camps. Operators who have
invested in building a ROC are doing so
to measure and monitor how operations
contribute to the bottom line; how
services are performing financially; and
what the enterprise needs to do to
improve that performance.

“ The ROC can be

the link between
operations and
profit.
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Implementing a ROC also means it no
longer is acceptable for an operator to
assume that revenue and costs are
separate from operations and network
asset management. IT is becoming a
more visible business investment.
Higher visibility means companies want
to see the return on their investments.
Showing value requires accounting for
cost and performance, and nextgeneration asset management (NGAM)
is a technique that can help to achieve
it. NGAM views assets not as static
entities that go through lifecycle
procurement to retirement, but as
performing, dynamic entities
contributing to IT services. NGAM
provides a means to quantify and
demonstrate the quality, performance,
costs and value associated with IT
services. Therefore, it’s also a way to
change perceptions of IT departments
to their rightful places as internal
providers of business-critical services.
As the telecom world begins to see past
inventory and resource management in
favor of asset management, service
providers and vendors need to
incorporate detailed NGAM data and
profiles into the ROC. If the goal is to
deliver an all-in-one view of cost across
the carrier enterprise, they must do this.
Plus, sharing information among units
becomes even more critical as demand
for content increases. Implementing a
ROC can pull together all of these
facets.

TYPES OF REVENUE
LEAKAGE A ROC CAN
CORRECT
• Network re-routing More common in
the late ‘90s, carriers would ping
other networks, then route international calls through those pipes
without paying the associated fees.
• Mobile phone cloning Hackers steal
serial numbers or other identification
to hijack subscribers’ service.
• Misbilled customers A subscriber’s
premium service gets billed at wrong,
lower prices.
• Ghosts Customers using a service the
billing system doesn’t know they have.
• Ghost colonies Thousands of users
getting service but the provider’s
systems aren’t aware.

Jeffrey Paul Cotrupe is CEO of
MarketPOWER, LLC, which he founded
in 2003. Cotrupe is a former practice
leader at Gartner and director at ADC
Telecommunications who helped
relaunch a research practice at RHK
(now Ovum). Cotrupe has provided
analyst services to Yankee Group and
strategic consulting services from the
Silicon Valley to a spinoff of Telecom
Italia; relaunched companies and helped
others win tens of millions in Series AB-C venture capital funding; and named
products and companies including
Stratecast (a division of Frost & Sullivan).
Cotrupe earned his B.A. at Auburn
University and Radiotelephone license
with Broadcast certification from the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). He can be reached at
jeffcotrupe@marketpowerLLC.com
http://marketpowerLLC.com
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Developing
“standardized

components makes
wholesaling services to
one another far easier,
plus everyone gets to
avoid months of lowlevel integration work.

transforming to
syndicated
services
a big step
toward telco 2.0

As CSPs seek to avoid commoditization,
they are turning to reusable service
components that improve speed to
market. This approach promises to open
doors to whole new opportunities in
service assembly and third-party
syndication. It also looks to shift
communications toward more horizontal
and globalized business models and
allow providers to face down
competitors from the Internet domain.

their constituent bits, define these bits
as components, group components into
sets and then develop an architecture or
framework for assembling and
managing components as products –
that is, as things sold to customers. The
product and service catalog application,
championed by a variety of providers,
serves as the IT enabler for the
approach. Making componentization
work within a communication service
provider environment, though, means
co-opting the attention of all the
specialists that develop OSS/BSS
applications within sub-sectors such
service assurance, provisioning,
inventory, billing and CRM. That process
also appears to be gathering pace.
Ongoing service management
standards, from ITIL and TM Forum
especially, have fleshed out the
component concepts. The TM Forum
has worked on defining a service
delivery framework; last year saw the
demonstration of a product and service
assembly catalyst at TeleManagement
World in Nice. Several companies
teamed up to show how assembling
services and products might actually
work for a network operator in the real
world.

A revolution is gathering pace in the
communications industry. As revolutions
go, it’s a fairly modest technical gig and
it is not being televised. There’s no shiny
new network technology being deployed,
no sexy, end-user devices to showcase
on YouTube. But in its own abstract,
back-room way, it will have a greater
long-term impact on the telecom
industry than either carrier Ethernet or
the iPhone – even the 3G version.

OUT OF THE BACK ROOM

For the past couple of years there’s been
an expanding body of work, and an
increasing level of evangelism, around a
new way of defining and understanding
network services. The term that probably
best describes this concept is
componentization. It’s the realization
that the best – perhaps only – way to
manage services in a next-generation
environment is to break them down into

The story might have ended there, in
the CSP back office. After all, breaking
things down into standard objects,
developing services and products, and
then ‘re-using’ the component services
in other products is just good IT and
service management practice. In that
light, componentization looks like just
another step up in efficiency and cost
savings for CSPs. Indeed, componentization makes designing and testing
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products an easier task. It also helps
CSPs get products to market faster and
without the huge integration costs that
traditionally bedevil new service
introduction.
But just as in manufacturing, from which
many of these ideas developed, the
implications of componentization go
way beyond incremental improvements.
Once you have defined standard
components and, more importantly,
aligned systems and processes to take
advantage of them, it soon becomes
apparent that you’ve changed the game.
That game-changer is ‘syndication.’ The
big payoff from componentization,
syndication transforms what was an
internal, back-room obsession over
frameworks and tools into a front-office
business opportunity
In other words, once the business is
distilled to components, it becomes
possible, especially in a next-generation
network environment, to trade
capabilities in a low-friction way. This is
done through syndication interfaces,
which allow services to be mixed and
matched among providers across the
network. That’s a big deal because,
among other considerations, a strong
syndication ecosystem should help the
telecom industry better align itself with
the booming Web services market.
CSPs should be able to assume some
of the Web players’ most successful
characteristics while at the same time
bringing their own strengths in complete
service management and quality
assurance to the party. At least, that’s
the plan.
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SYNDICATION
DELIVERS MORE
If componentization and syndication
become major forces and account for a
growing number of deployed services,
that will be because the ideas make
tactical and strategic sense for most
players, for a variety of reasons. First,
componentization tackles service cost
and complexity problems for CSPs.
Because next-generation services –
especially where legacy components are
involved – are becoming exponentially
more complex, CSPs find themselves
even less able to develop and launch
new services in a timely, cost-effective
fashion using their current approaches.
Second, increased competition requires
that services be combined, packaged
and varied for different customer
segments. When multiple services are
put together, there’s corresponding
effort involved in creating and delivering
them. A strong framework for managing
all the components is a must if any new
services are actually to get out the door.
By breaking down services into their
building blocks and then reconstructing
them, CSPs can re-use many of the
components over tens or even hundreds
of services.
Further, syndication adds more value.
Using syndication, CSPs can add
missing elements of a service package
from external sources. It’s all a matter of
getting to market faster for less money.
Developing standardized components
makes wholesaling services to one
another far easier, plus everyone gets to
avoid months of low-level integration
work.

In the long run, syndication will change
the telecom market. Syndication will
help develop greater specialization and
make way for the emergence of
specialist providers for specific service
components. The trend also will ease
the provision of converged services that
operate over multiple networks. For
instance, an operator looking to offer a
fixed-mobile service might buy missing
mobile components from a mobile
network operator partner far more easily
than is possible today. Additionally,
service syndication should foster the
development of specialized wholesale or
white-label service, as well as the
application provider that can sell that
platform to multiple retail providers. This
will increase the efficiency of communications service creation and delivery
overall.
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DECOMPOSITION

COMPONENTIZATION

DEFINITION

SYNDICATION

PACKAGING

DISTRIBUTION

MONETIZATION

Technologies are
decomposed or
abstracted into
distinct, identifiable
capabilities

Capabilities are
defined as
individuals or
groupings that
form the basis of
distinct service
components

The processes and
data needed to
trigger and fulfill
service components
are pre-defined for
fulfillment and
repeatability.

Pre-defined,
deliverable
components are
syndicated –
bought, sold, and
traded – among
various players in
the value chain

Syndicated and inhouse components
are combined
together to create
distinct services, for
packaging and
bundling into
offerings

Offerings are
distributed to end
users through
multiple channels
and across multiple
network domains

Multiple value chain
partners monetize
components
through multiple
wholesale and retail
charging,
settlement and
royalty mechanisms

BREAKING FROM
TRADITION
There is, of course, persuasion to be
done. For some in telecom, the idea of
service syndication – both buying and
selling – goes against traditional CSP
values. CSPs are geared to provide endto-end services and high levels of
service assurance. From this
perspective, syndication just seems
wrong and a bit of a cheat. Or worse, it
implies a slippery slope where the
network operator ends up simply
providing its specialty – bandwidth and
pipes – to entities that retail the
specialty, form customer relationships
and make most of the money. In other
words, the fear of commoditization
prevails.
One way or the other, though,
componentization and syndication
should help change the way the industry
organizes itself in the 21st century. That
will be a big shift. Until now, a long
history of government ownership not
only institutionalized the concept of the
national CSPs, but tended to foster
national suppliers providing the
technology.

But the privatization and liberalization of
the 1980s and 1990s meant, in theory,
that the industry could re-arrange itself
through consolidation. However, in
practice, the incumbent national CSPs
often turned into national technology
champions. So too, to a lesser extent,
did the technology companies. This has
greatly inhibited any real consolidation
that might otherwise have taken place.
In fact, there has been very little
industrial re-arrangement on the wireline
side, except where big wireline operators
have built transnational mobile
businesses. Mobile operators look much
more consolidated with several big
global groups – Vodafone, T-Mobile,
France Telecom’s Orange, for instance –
but are still very national in character.
Telecom must now evolve toward a
much more global, horizontally aligned
model, where players don’t dominate
geographical territories, but instead
dominate specialties and sell them to
other global players. At the same time,
the network will play a huge role in
transforming the IT industry as it moves
from its old software application
business model into its emerging
Software-as-a-Service incarnation.

If and when the new componentization
and syndication movement gains
traction, it will become significant far
beyond the technical domain. It will
fundamentally change the DNA of the
communications industry. This must
occur if CSPs want to grow something
other than a pure commodity business.
Ian Scales is managing editor of
TelecomTV.com, the world’s first Web TV
channel dedicated to the global ICT
sector. He has spent 26 years as a
technology journalist covering
computers, networks and telecoms. He
has edited several magazines including
Communications Management,
Datacom, Communications International
and New Carrier and has been a
freelance editor, journalist and writer for
a wide variety of publications and
organizations, including the TeleManagement Forum. He can be reached at
ian@telecomtv.com
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players’ most successful
characteristics while at the
same time bringing their own
strengths in complete service
management and quality
assurance to the party.
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Monitor, Control and Ensure...
your path to operational assurance

Managing a communications service provider today is akin to flying an airplane; the
pilot must simultaneously manage the cabin pressure, temperature, rate of ascent
and speed and there is a distinctive optimal combination of all these factors
depending on whether the plane is taking of f, cruising or landing. Similarly, in
response to evolving business environments, a service provider must suitably
influence the many factors of profitability - revenue, costs of service delivery,
operational efficiency, and service agility.
The greatest challenge for communications service providers today is to establish a
process and operational framework that fosters sustained profitable growth. The
changing business environment demands rapid responses to ever-shifting business
and technology trends.

Subex has pioneered the strategic concept of the Revenue Operations Center (ROC),
a centralized and integrated operational infrastructure to monitor, control and assure
operational processes and their impacts on revenues, costs and profit.

www.subexworld.com

For revenue management, Subex offers best-in-class software
solutions across:
• Revenue Assurance
• Risk Management
• Interparty Management

• Fraud Management
• Interconnect Billing
• Routing Optimization

The Subex customer base covers:
• 32 of the world’s largest
50 operators
• 150+ customers installations
• 60+ countries

Along with these solutions, Subex also offers market-leading solutions for service fulfillment and
assurance, enabling operators to adopt operational dexterity, with lean operations and service agility.
To learn more about revenue management, service fulfillment solutions from Subex, or to explore
building a ROC in your environment, please visit http://www.subexworld.com or contact us at

USA: +1 303 301 6200
INDIA: +91 80 6659 8700
UK: +44 20 7826 5420

CANADA: +1 905 886 7818
DUBAI: +971 4 3642591
SINGAPORE: +65 6338 1218
powering the ROC
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building a roc
managing the impact of
operations on profit
A new mission-control unit for telecom
operations is emerging, known as the revenue
operations center, or ROC. Its function is to
monitor the health and performance of
telecom organizations from revenue and
profitability perspectives. If constructed
properly, the ROC accelerates accurate and
effective executive decision-making, which in
turn should lead to greater profitability.
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Service providers
“need
new levels of

operational dexterity
so they can beat the
competition and take
advantage of new
market opportunities.

Few rooms in the world fire the
imagination more than a space agency’s
mission control center. It’s the heartbeat,
the nerve center of one of humankind’s
greatest enterprises – the exploration of
space. There’s a place for this analogy in
telecom. In our industry, the network
operations center (NOC) is not unlike
mission control. The NOC explores a
network’s health and offers insight into
services’ performance. It is the center of
service assurance. But it’s not the final
frontier. Today, there’s a new, emerging
version of mission control. This one
gauges the health of the operation in
terms of revenue, cost and profit. This is
the revenue operations center, or ROC.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE A
PROBLEM

This is where the analogy of mission
control becomes most applicable to the
ROC. Mission control can’t do its job
without live feeds from the systems and
processes supporting its objectives. In
the same way, the ROC must be able to
gather and analyze data from key
operations so it can deliver a “live” view
of the health of the service provider
enterprise.

BUILDING A ROC
While there is no single approach to
building a ROC, there is a conceptual
framework several providers have used
successfully. Figure 1 illustrates this
framework. The ROC’s main goal is to
aggregate data from different functions.
It then takes that information, runs
analytics and produces KPIs that can be
tracked to assess the financial health of
the enterprise.

FIGURE 1: REVENUE OPERATIONS CENTER FRAMEWORK
Revenue Operations Center
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Workflow Management
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In most movies, mission control is
dominated by giant screens, rows of
monitors, flashing lights and buttons, and
dozens of people hunched over controls.
Sweat speckles brows as measured but
edgy voices speak to astronauts whose
lives are at stake. The people in mission
control must do their jobs right the first
time. So it is in telecom. One of service
providers’ chief missions is to make
money and thus please investors. To do
this, carriers must penetrate the market,
make sales and retain subscribers all the
time. The ROC answers the question,
“How are we doing?” It provides various
data, and oversees revenue assurance and
fraud management. The ROC can
perform these duties so well that,
ultimately, it extends into the realm of
operational assurance – the discipline of
linking operational activities and processes
to their impacts on profit.

Profit is just the result of well-coordinated
underlying processes, such as network
engineering, customer care, workforce
management, marketing and product
management. Operational assurance aims
to understand the effects all functions
have on a company’s finances, and then it
distills the data into information that’s
usable at every level. In this sense, it’s
appropriate to consider operational
assurance as an extension of business
intelligence and analytics. However, there
is one important distinction. Operational
assurance in telecom makes data and
KPIs available in real-time or near-realtime. This eliminates the need to rely on
old, questionable or high-level information
that might not paint a true picture of
operational processes.

Data Acquisition, Normalization & Correlation
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Management
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Management
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Activation

Facilities
Management

Usage Collection
& Transfer
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Payment &
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Using the example from Figure I, the
ROC then pulls data from divisions
including marketing, order
management, provisioning and usage
management. Data next is normalized
and correlated. If there’s unexplained
revenue leakage, the system would, for
example, check the fraud management
unit or the cost assurance section,
where it would look for cost overruns.

WHERE TO START?

The data from these applications create
the KPIs the organization has chosen,
such as a particular profit margin or
desired user experience. These KPIs
might include metrics to monitor
process flows and enterprise targets
such as:

Figure 2 illustrates such an approach.

• Quote-to-Activation Ensuring that the
correct service is delivered to a
subscriber in an acceptable time
frame.
• Usage-to-Cash Monitoring the revenue
chain to ensure that all due revenue is
accounted for and that any leakage is
detected.
• Fault-to-resolution Measuring
troubleshooting process time to
ensure it meets the desired customer
experience.
• Service financial performance
Understanding details on the costs
and revenue associated with a
product and enabling product
managers to understand service
profitability by region, product type,
subscriber and
so on.
Many of these KPIs touch on aspects
of operational assurance, and the
ROC then becomes a way for service
providers to better understand
operational efficiency and process
throughput, and how each affects
financial performance.
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leakage. If fraud is suspected, the case
is handed over to the fraud
management team. No more
redundant work.

To avoid getting mired in a bewildering
array of data integration, it is best to
approach ROC-building in a phased
and logical manner. In one example,
among Subex’s customers, the initiative
to build a ROC often has started in
revenue management; there are certain
immediately apparent benefits to be
found there.

REACHING THE NEXT LEVEL
The principle of operational assurance
promises to evolve a ROC in many
directions, touching virtually every aspect
of fulfillment, assurance and billing.
Safeguards in the order-to-cash process
identify any bottlenecks that threaten
service revenue. This is where the “live”
or “real-time” aspects of the ROC
concept are most valuable. For instance,
imagine a provisioning process has
created problems in the order
management systems. Orders fall out of
the process and require manual
intervention. A backlog grows and
revenue for these products cannot be
realized.

Here, the ROC monitors an “order-tocash” chain; revenue management
functions are deployed to support the
integrity of that flow. It’s important to
note that a chief value of the ROC as
shown is to eliminate duplicate effort by
different divisions. Suppose a billing
integrity process finds a large amount of
unbilled network usage. There could be
many causes for this. In a classic
revenue management setup, separate
fraud and revenue assurance teams
investigate the same problem. But with
a ROC like the one above, the revenue
group institutes case management
across functions. That way, the revenue
assurance unit investigates revenue

In a traditional environment, this problem
might not be detected until quarterly
earnings time. So even though the
provider took a lot of orders during those
three months, it wouldn’t see profit from
those sales because they hadn’t been
activated or billed.

FIGURE 2: A BASIC ROC’S FIRST PHASE
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“ The principle of

operational assurance
promises to evolve a ROC
in many directions,
touching virtually every
aspect of fulfillment,
assurance and billing.
However, in a ROC, where order
fulfillment and throughput continuously
are monitored, a deviation from the
desired time-to-activate could trigger a
warning and prompt an investigation.
Earlier warning gives staff time to
investigate the problem, which should
significantly reduce revenue shortfall.
This steers us right back to the idea of
mission control for telecom. In a space
agency, decisions are made as quickly as
possible with the best data on hand. So it
goes for the modern communications
service provider. The need for timely and
accurate data has never been more
critical. Service providers need new levels
of operational dexterity so they can beat
the competition and take advantage of
new market opportunities. Building a
ROC helps accomplish that mission.

Mark Nicholson is the CTO of Subex
where he is responsible for the
company's long-term technology
strategy and for driving the definition,
direction and development of the Subex
software suite. Mark has over 27 years of
experience. Previously, Mark was CTO
and Senior VP of product development
at Syndesis. Prior to Syndesis, he was the
CTO of Nortel eBusiness Solutions,
where he was responsible for the
provisioning suite of products, their
integration into the Nortel Service
Management portfolio. Before that, Mark
was with Architel Solutions and his
background also includes stints at AT&T
Wireless, Rogers AT&T, Thomson
Financial and Harlequin Mills & Boon.
Mark holds a Bachelor of Science
(Honors) degree in Computer Science
from the University of Greenwich,
England.

Adam Boone is Vice President of
Marketing at Subex, where he leads all
aspects of the company's marketing
strategy and execution. Adam has 19
years of experience in marketing,
communications, and strategy, with 13
years in global technology marketing. He
previously held marketing management
positions with Syndesis, Marconi
(Ericsson), CoManage, and FORE
Systems. He holds an MBA in Business
Strategy from the W.P. Carey School of
Business at Arizona State University an d
completed the Competitive Marketing
Strategy Program at The Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania.
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revenue assurance
in hyper-growth
markets
emerging operators must reach
maturity faster than they grow
When cities – like Constantinople – or IT platforms
are built rapidly, critical problems often come to light
soon afterward. For CSPs in emerging markets, rapid
growth will strain any weaknesses in revenue
management. While these CSPs face certain threats,
such as copper theft, they also can avoid the
mistakes made by players in more mature markets. At
the same time, these CSPs can benefit from the
revenue management systems they’ve paid to develop
over the past decade.
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For CSPs in fast-growing
“
markets, it’s important to consider

how processes and infrastructure
can be built rapidly, while also
avoiding the Constantinople effect
– a collapse born of hasty planning
and poor materials.
It's not often that one can say that
modern telecommunications companies
can learn a lot from the Byzantine Empire,
but they can. A quick history primer
should make sense of this. It’s said that
Rome wasn’t built in a day, but Constantinople – the Roman empire’s eastern
capital – was built a bit too quickly.
Emperor Constantine rushed the city’s
construction and within just a few years
it grew into a massive center for politics,
art, sport, and worship. He rushed
Constantinople’s construction and within
just a few years the city grew into a
massive center for politics, art, sport,
and worship. The problem, however, was
that it was done with third-century AD
materials. This wasn't the era of steel
infrastructure and quick-setting cement.
To build so much so fast was a recipe
for short-term gain and long-term loss.
The city was spectacular for 20 or 30
years, and then it began to fall apart. It
was built too quickly and without a longterm vision. Communications service
providers (CSPs) in emerging, hypergrowth markets face a similar challenge
today. They’re experiencing phenomenal
growth, but need to build their organizations with long-term revenue
management in mind, or rapid growth
will quickly lead to rapid revenue loss.

COMBATING THEFT
Often, conventional wisdom dictates that
what has worked in one scenario will
necessarily work well in other, similar
situations. At a recent conference,
however, Mike Singh of Telkom Caribe, a
sort of carrier's carrier in the Caribbean
world, argued to the contrary. Singh, a
native of Guyana, noted that for many
carriers in North America and Western
Europe, fraud prevention focuses mostly
on network and service-oriented
security. In many parts of the Caribbean
and Latin America, however, carriers are
threatened more by thieves stealing, not
services from the network, but the
network itself. These thieves dig up the
physical plant, strip the wires, and sell
them as copper scrap. Singh’s answer to
this problem is an all-wireless model,
where physical security can focus on
protecting concentrated cell sites.
Paul Budde, a telecommunications analyst
in Australia and founder of Budde Comm,
researched copper theft in Latin America
in a report published in October 2007.
Budde found that in Argentina, for
example, 604,944 telephone users went
without service in just the first few months
of 2006 due to 3,439 cases of cable

theft. In Peru, 7,518 similar crimes were
reported between January and August of
2006 – an increase of 234 percent over
the previous year.
Copper theft is just one of many issues
facing the developing world – and in
some cases, the developed world, too.
There, network theft isn't as prevalent,
but there have been cases of everything
from copper roofs and cemetery urns to
priceless bronze sculptures being stolen
and sold for scrap copper. Part of the
reason is due to rapid network
expansion in places like China. That
growth is sending the price of copper
into the stratosphere, which in turn
encourages thieves to attack physical
networks, hampering development.
Physical theft isn’t necessarily a new
phenomenon in emerging markets
either. A well-known veteran of the
communications billing sector, who will
remain nameless, tells the story of a
consulting project he undertook more
than 20 years ago. It was for a company
deploying radiophone towers in rural
and remote areas in various South
American markets. The service assigned
an identification code to each customer
that would be dialed in to track usage.
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At the end of the month, the operator
could process a bill, know from the code
who owed what, and go out to collect. In
these rural areas, the customers didn’t
have bank accounts or credit – they paid
in cash. The collections solution, such as
it was, involved an intimidating man with
a shotgun and a lockbox, going door to
door in each village.
There’s very little an IT package can do
to overcome physical forms of theft – or
to offer a loaded shotgun – but revenue
leakage results from many problems
that are far less tangible. For CSPs in
fast-growing markets, it’s important to
consider how processes and
infrastructure can be built rapidly, while
also avoiding the Constantinople effect
– a collapse born of hasty planning and
poor materials.

PROTECTING WHAT
MATTERS MOST
One of the things Constantine the Great
did right in building Constantinople was
to construct very thick, strong walls.
Subsequent emperors expanded and
strengthened the walls until they stood
as one of the most complex and
imposing fortification systems in the
world. They withstood siege after siege.
Some scholars posit that had the walls
not been in place, essentially protecting
the bottleneck between Europe and
Asia, Europe would have been
overwhelmed by Saracen forces.
Invading armies were forced to take the
long way to Europe, which was longer
than the campaign season would allow
before winter set in. This in turn allowed
fledgling European kingdoms to develop
and prepare for attack. For emerging
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CSPs, walls that protect people are akin
to revenue management processes that
protect revenue. Without them, raiders –
be they fraudsters or undetected
revenue leaks – are likely to prevail as
rapid growth opens the doors to their ill
effects.
The fact is, however, that rapid growth
does not have to result in shoddy
construction. Just a few centuries after
Constantine built his idealized city, the
Emperor Justinian in 532 AD ordered
the construction of a grand and massive
church in the heart of it. This church, the
Hagia Sophia, was built in just more
than five years. In contrast, the Cathedral
of Notre Dame in Paris – built 500
years after the Hagia Sophia – took 90
years to erect and 185 years for all of its
elements to be completed.
Both cathedrals stand today. The Hagia
Sophia was converted to a mosque
centuries ago, and remains a symbol for
many positive lessons. One lesson CSPs
can take from the building is that it is
not necessary to build something
recklessly for it to be both impressive
and completed quickly. Nor does it have
to result in failure; rather, it can provide a
foundation for long-term success. Along
those lines, CSPs in emerging markets
can reap the benefits that smartly
planned revenue management
platforms and processes can deliver,
and they can implement those swiftly,
using proven solutions and techniques.

AVOIDING HISTORICAL
MISTAKES
In Analysys’ recent study, “Operator
Attitudes to Revenue Management
2007,” underwritten by Subex, the
respondents – mobile, wireline, and
multi-service operators from around the
globe – reported that their two biggest
sources of revenue loss are poor
processes or procedures, and poor
systems integration (See Figure 1).
Generally speaking, these problems
result from large carriers’ silo-oriented,
legacy operations in mature markets.
Their organizations are strained in an
increasingly multi-service and
customer-focused business
environment. These companies learned
the hard way that a lack of revenue
assurance controls merely blinded them
from the revenue loss and inefficiency
their inherent discontinuity caused. As
they began building out revenue
assurance practices, they were shocked
at the extent of a problem with which
they continue to struggle.
For starters, CSPs in emerging markets
can choose not to build their businesses
on a product-by-product basis with
redundant IT silos. Taking a customerand service-centric approach to
operations can help them to overcome
many of the process and integration
problems that cause severe revenue loss
for more established CSPs. By
architecting their operations on common
but highly scalable platforms, with multiservice offerings in mind, they likely can
eliminate the need to integrate disparate
organizations and platforms after the fact.
This helps avoid two of the biggest,
common sources of revenue leakage.
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% of respondents

Figure 1: Areas considered to be the main sources of revenue loss
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No one can know the absolute challenges
and impacts emerging providers will face
as they deal with hyper-growth scenarios.
Expanding from startup to more than 25
million subscribers in a year will be a real
challenge. While this growth sounds
exciting, it also is dangerous because it
means CSPs won’t have time to mature
their processes. Revenue leakage won’t
happen slowly – the smallest cracks will
become massive fissures in a very short
time. These fissures will threaten the
health and life of these growing
businesses and must be taken seriously.
In most cases, the root problems will be
identifiable. According to Analysys,
they’ll include internal and external
fraud; invoicing mistakes; credit
management problems; interconnect
and partner payment errors; rating and

charging failure; and call routing errors.
All of these problems can be identified
and addressed with the proper controls
and process checks in place.
Emerging CSPs can benefit from the
off-the-shelf applications that are
available and designed to automate the
revenue management controls and
processes they need. CSPs in mature
markets have spent nearly a decade
putting these software tools through
their paces and developing best
practices for implementing, configuring
and maintaining them. Rather than
being the test subjects, emerging
operators can benefit from products
that have had time to mature. With the
visibility these solutions provide,
emerging CSPs should be able to
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optimize their processes with an eye
toward revenue management, and
quickly identify and rectify revenue leaks
before they grow out of control. Like the
Hagia Sophia, these providers might go
through many changes and challenges
over the years, but they can build solid
edifices that will stand the tests of time,
change and rapid growth.
Tim Young is editor in chief for Pipeline,
the leading online magazine for experts
in the OSS/BSS sector. Tim regularly
covers subjects ranging from billing and
revenue assurance to service fulfillment
and strategy. He can be reached at
tim@pipelinepub.com.

Like the Hagia Sophia,
“these
providers might go

through many changes and
challenges over the years, but
they can build solid edifices
that will stand the tests of time,
change and rapid growth.
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DENIS GATHANJU

new services
open doors to
old frauds
hyper-growth
markets like africa
most vulnerable
to sms, e-mail
schemes

What happens when enterprising
criminals move from more traditional
forms of crime, like car-jacking, to
defrauding people over mobile phones?
In Africa, the answer is two-fold. First
there are the people – thousands, if not
hundreds of thousands – who lose their
life savings to hackers. Then there are
the carriers, which tend to have less
money than their global counterparts
for security. That means Africa-based
operators often have to rely on
consumer education and employee
goodwill to hope they don’t lose money
to fraud – and the strategy doesn’t
always work.
When Margret Muthoni received an
unsolicited SMS from a Peter Watson
who billed himself as a human resource
recruiter helping African youth and
women secure well-paying jobs in firstworld countries, she was ecstatic. She
fell to her knees in tears. Margret’s
marriage had fallen apart and she was
desperate to move on. Never had she
dared to dream about relocating to the
United States and yet, here it was – an
opportunity she could not refuse.
Unfortunately for Margret, the content
and promise of the SMS were too good
to be true.
Margret responded to the message right
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away. Not long after, she received
application forms that she
quickly returned with her
personal details and contact
address. Then, a few days
later, another SMS appeared
on her mobile phone, giving
her the best news she could
imagine – her application, one
of hundreds of thousands
submitted by youths and women
across Africa, southeast Asia and
South America, had been
accepted. The 48-year-old
mother of two screamed in
excitement and danced around
her two-room home in Nakuru,
Kenya.
The SMS promised Margret a job at
a daycare center in New York where
she would earn nearly $5,000 a
month. Her contact, Peter, also wrote
that he would make sure Margret
found a decent place to live in
Manhattan, a home he said she would
own after working for three years.
Meanwhile, Peter warned her against
sharing the good news as he helped her
to land a United States visa. Peter
further instructed Margret to pay $500
for her visa application and handling
fees to speed up the process. On top of
that, he told her to pay $300 worth of
application charges for the job in New
York as well as another $200 to reserve
her position at the daycare center.
Margret withdrew $450 from her own
savings. She then asked for money from
friends and relatives to round out the
total needed to set her application in
motion. Margret’s friends gave her
$350 and she sold some of her
household goods at throwaway prices to
raise the rest of the funds. When she
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telecom“ The
munications

revolution has had
a profound impact
in Africa, bringing
with it a new breed
of criminal.

had the full amount, she wrote to Peter
and asked how to send the money.
Peter responded that a representative
from his office was in Africa to help with
the visa applications process. He said
Margret should wire the funds to a Mr.

Francis Osei in Accra, Ghana by Western
Union money transfer. Margret sent the
money and followed up with Peter and
Francis Osei, telling them she had
transferred $1,000. She never heard
from them again.

MOBILE PHONES OPEN
DOORS TO CRIME
The telecommunications revolution has
had a profound impact in Africa,
bringing with it a new breed of criminal.
Instead of trafficking drugs, pickpocketing or car-jacking, more savvy
crooks are turning to telecom fraud
because it holds less risk and delivers
higher returns. Nigerian con artists have
perfected SMS and blind e-mail rackets
since what was the snail-mail based
Nigerian bank fraud scheme went digital
a few years ago. Countless victims since
have lost millions of dollars because
they gave away their bank account
numbers, thinking they would reap
significant financial gains.
In Kenya, racketeers have been so
daring as to target – and exploit –
businessmen and senior government
employees. Many of these victims hide
their shame but one government
minister in the Kibaki administration
could not hold his peace when he
almost was conned out of approximately
$4,000. A man in Nigeria had called
the minister’s private number, claiming
to be the son of Lamine Diack,
president of the International
Association of Athletics Federations. He
said he had been car-jacked in
Mombasa and wanted the minister to
send him money to sort out his affairs.
The Kenyan minister was just about to

comply when another government
official told him he was being cheated.
The caller was arrested and prosecuted.
In another case, three men recently were
apprehended in Nairobi, Kenya for
defrauding Kenyans out of millions of
shillings. The three would send SMS
messages, and sometimes make phone
calls, to unsuspecting subscribers. They
would tell victims they had won cash or
gift items, and then request a small
amount of money that ranged from
about $33 to $83. The payments
allegedly were to cover clearing or
shipping expenses. In this instance,
Celtel Kenya was able to work with police
to trace the racketeers. They were found,
and arrested, on the outskirts of Nairobi.

OPERATORS SUFFER THE
COSTS
Subscribers aren’t the only ones hurt by
telecom fraud. In South Africa,
combined, the three major cellular
providers – Cell C, MTN South Africa
and Vodacom – and fixed-line operator
Telkom South Africa share more than
$662.5 million in fraud losses. Often,
criminal syndicates carry out these
damaging schemes; they find easy prey
in telecom companies that hastily add
subscribers or airtime, not conducting
sufficient credit checks or taking other
precautionary measures.
To be sure, telecom companies based
and operating in Africa face an
overwhelming amount of fraud, much of
the time from their own employees. The
problem is that most Africa-based
telecom providers have limited or nonexistent security budgets. The
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predominant crimes African telecom
firms report include theft of airtime
vouchers, counterfeited vouchers, stolen
customer banking information, tapped
networks, and false or stolen subscriber
identities. With this rampant fraud, it has
become more crucial than ever for these
carriers to install airtight systems and
processes, particularly as their networks
grow and as they launch new, vulnerable
services.
Some companies are fighting back.
Telkom South Africa, for example, urges
its customers to be attuned to rogue
dialing and bandwidth theft. Rogue
dialing downloads malware onto an
Internet-connected computer so
hackers can make international calls
unnoticed – until the bill arrives, that is.
Bandwidth theft steals default
usernames and passwords from ISP
accounts, allowing fraudsters to siphon
capacity.
Meantime, other forward-thinking
operators have implemented prevention
measures such as encryption, blocking,
blacklisting, user verification and traffic
analysis. The goal is to detect usage
patterns that signal fraud. For cellular
operators, the main types of trickery
include theft, and then subscription,
tumbling and cloning fraud. Tumbling
involves random re-programming of a
phone number or electronic serial
number after every call. Cloning, on the
other hand, occurs when a mobile
subscriber's number and electronic
serial number are hijacked from the
airwaves and programmed into another
phone. The swindler makes expensive
long-distance calls overseas, while the
actual subscriber foots the bill.

Globally, telecommunications
companies lose an average of 5 percent
of their revenue to scams. That adds up
to more than $60 billion every year. UKbased research firm Analysys found that
fraud constitutes the largest portion of
revenue leakage for telecom operators.
According to Analysys, all telecom fraud
– external, internal and third-party –
jumped to 4.5 percent in the past year,
up from 2.9 percent in 2006. Mobile
operators were hit the hardest, Analysys
said.
The 2007 Analysys survey, which Subex
commissioned as a neutral party, shows
that operators in the Middle East and
Africa suffer the most – in 2007, they
lost more than 20 percent of their sales
to fraud. Asia trailed that number at just
under 20 percent. The Central and Latin
American regions came in third with
more than 15 percent in losses from
telecom fraud. North America reported
13 percent, followed by Central and
Eastern Europe at 8 percent, and
Western Europe at 7 percent.
Another interesting observation from
the Subex-commissioned survey is that
interconnect-related fraud is also on the
rise, thanks in part to next-generation
services like VoIP. Interconnect fraud, in
the form of interconnect arbitrage, is an
area of growing concern for Africa.
Emerging operators in all hyper growth
markets will need to determine who pays
the price for fraud and how these
problems can be prevented in the first
place.

“ Globally, telecom
companies lose
more than $60
billion every year
to fraud.
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TOP FORMS OF
TELECOM FRAUD
SMS Unsolicited text message
promising job or other opportunity if
respondent sends bank data and
money.
Rogue Dialing Downloads malware onto
an Internet-connected computer;
hackers make international calls
unnoticed.
Bandwidth Theft Steals default
usernames and passwords from ISP
account, allowing fraudsters to drain
capacity.
Tumbling Random re-programming of a
phone number or electronic serial
number after every call
Cloning Mobile subscriber's number
and electronic serial number are
hijacked from airwaves, programmed
into another phone; hacker makes
expensive long-distance calls while
actual subscriber pays bill.
Voucher/Airtime Theft Prepaid plans
often come with vouchers for use;
thieves can steal the cards.
Denis Gathanju is a freelance journalist
and editor based in Nakuru, Kenya.
Denis is an expert in global emerging
markets and the issues they face as they
encounter and adopt new technologies.
He is a frequent contributor to
communications industry publications
such as Billing and OSS World
magazine. He can be reached at
dgathanju@gmail.com
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There’s always
“
room for improvement and

you always want to know
why you’re succeeding
when you are succeeding
because the reasons
might be different than
you assume.

critical measures
in the drive
to revenue
operations
an interview with
toni graham,
head of tm
forum’s business
performance
benchmarking
program

As communications service providers
wrestle with post-merger integration,
organizational consolidation and the
shift to revenue-focused operations, too
often the practice of measuring
business performance is seen as a “nice
to have” rather than a “must have.” This
attitude is unfortunate because
business performance measurement can
and should drive these critical business
activities. Business performance
measurement helps CSPs to identify
and play to the strengths of the organizational units that are preparing to
merge or conducting initiatives to
improve their businesses.
Toni Graham, TM Forum board member
and director of the TM Forum’s Business
Benchmarking program, argues that
organizations tend to shift subtly in the
direction of whatever they choose to
measure. This means that measuring
the right things can be and often is a
powerful driver of positive change.
Which key performance indicators are
best measured depends largely on an
organization’s goals, says Graham, and
also can be determined by a company’s
level of IT maturity and the information

that’s readily available as a result.
Q: TONI, ARE YOU SEEING THE
SERVICE PROVIDERS YOU WORK
WITH TRYING TO SHIFT THEIR
OPERATIONS AND DECISION MAKING
TO A MORE-REVENUE ORIENTED
FOCUS? IF SO, HOW FAR ALONG ARE
THEY AT THIS POINT IN TIME?
GRAHAM: The simple answer is “yes” –
many CSPs have initiated this
refocusing of their operations on
revenue-oriented priorities. The thrust
here has been to tie key performance
indicators (KPIs) back to customer
experience and to revenue.
That said, different CSPs are at different
stages. Some are struggling with the
basics. They may have systems that
simply don’t produce the information
they need. For example, often young
service providers have a less mature IT
infrastructure than more established
companies. So you’ll look at a specific
metric, like at what rate problems that
have been resolved remain resolved, and
whether they continue to resurface.
That’s pretty basic and most of the
more mature companies probably have
that sort of data coming out of a system
somewhere. Usually they just have to
find it.
Less mature companies, on the other
hand, may not have that data at all.
Sometimes they have to go get the data
they need by hand on a spot basis. They
realize, though, that they need to
measure it all the time and need to
instrument that into their systems.
When I talk about the basics, I’m asking,
“Are your systems mature enough even
to get these sorts of data?” If the
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answer is no, you probably need to drive
more maturity into your systems.
Another challenge I see is that there’s
been a lot of M&A activity. Companies
with new acquisitions or many
subsidiaries are working on centralization, but each unit might slice data
differently. This is typical with any data
integration problem. Let’s say we’re
trying to measure ARPU. What’s
included or excluded in that calculation
needs to be the same, but when you
bring disparate business units together,
their definitions aren’t identical. In such
a case, all of the information exists, but
it’s being produced or captured by
many systems slightly differently and it
takes real work to reconcile that
information.
Q: IF YOU WERE THE HEAD OF A
BUSINESS UNIT WITH A MAJOR CSP
AND HAD A LIVE DASHBOARD THAT
SHOWED YOU THE TOP FIVE KPIS OR
MEASUREMENTS FROM YOUR
OPERATIONS THAT HAD THE
BIGGEST IMPACT ON YOUR ABILITY
TO GENERATE REVENUE, WHAT
WOULD THOSE BE?
GRAHAM: There’s probably a top 10 you
should focus on, but in my opinion the
top five would typically be revenue
growth; margin or the ratio of OPEX to
revenue in order to measure cost and
profitability; subscriber growth; customer
retention; and time to market for new
internal and third-party services. These
are some fundamental KPIs, but in step
with these, providers also want to look at
measurements like lead-to-cash, ideato-market, and problem-to-resolution. I
see the leaders going in this direction.
They don’t just want to measure revenue

or retention. If you’re increasing your
revenue and your retention rate, you
might be okay for the moment, but you
could be blindsided later by a
competitor who is instituting lead-tocash or idea-to-market measurements
and corresponding improvements. The
fact is, you always want to know why
you’re succeeding because the reasons
might be different than you assume.
I wouldn’t quit measuring the
fundamental metrics, but you have to
remember that there is a lot of power in
the idea that “you get what you
measure.” If you want short lead-to-cash
time, or lead-to-breakeven time, then
measure it. You can’t measure 700
different things and get them all, but if
you have a small set of things you’re
measuring, and you can institutionalize
them – or measure them all the time –
then people will realize this is an
imperative and the organization will shift
in that direction. In this sense, the whole
concept of business performance
measurement is extremely powerful
While we all see merit in the CEO having
his finger on the pulse of the company,
performance measurement is much
more powerful. It is a key component of
ongoing organizational change
management and improvement.
This is also where the Balanced Score
Card approach becomes particularly
powerful. The importance of the
Balanced Score Card is to assure that
you are improving critical measures
without losing your edge. I like to use a
score card that looks at revenue and
margin; customer experience;
operational efficiency; and internal
development of the employees. There’s
a dark side to “you get what you

you recognize that performance
“ If measurement
is part of how you
get the work done, it’s important
to measure before you act.
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measure.” We’ve all heard horror stories
of the organization that shortened the
time of its calls to the call center and
radically improved its costs as result.
Unfortunately, the approach also drove
away customers. If you measure a
complete score card, you catch the law
of unintended consequences. You want
to have that balanced view. Without it,
you can end up without indicators that
let you know you’re actually upsetting
customers or creating some other
negative outcome.
Q: WHEN YOU SEE TELECOM
PROVIDERS TAKE ON BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
WITH THE BEST INTENTIONS IN
MIND, WHAT ARE THE MISTAKES
THEY TEND TO MAKE?
GRAHAM: Some people just don’t
measure. Others only measure
themselves – and they are in a
dangerous situation because you could
be 50 percent better than last year, but
if the industry expectation is to be 1000
times better, you’re still failing. Then
others compare themselves only to their
industry. You could be very good among
your peers in the industry and still be
failing customer expectations, because
the customer’s life experience includes
providers in other industries.
A typical error is to focus too narrowly
on metrics for the target area for
improvement without adding supporting
metrics to assure a balanced score card
effect. For example, when looking at
lead-to-cash you could measure just the
elapsed time, but in reality you want to
add additional metrics to assure that the
service was delivered as ordered, that it
didn’t fail in the first few weeks of
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service, that it was delivered on time,
and so forth. If all that is measured is
time, the organization will be subtly
encouraged to deliver on that metric to
the detriment of the others.
Another big mistake is that CSPs
frequently want to wait until after a
merger is complete or a new initiative is
delivered to start measuring
performance. It’s important not to think
this way. If you recognize that
performance measurement is part of
how you get the work done, it’s
important to measure before you act. If
it’s an acquisition and you’re going to
consolidate units, you need to measure
your core performance for each unit and
identify your relative strengths and
weaknesses. The most successful
organizations take advantage of what
people are doing right, using strengths
from across the larger organization.
Q: YOU’VE BEEN MANAGING THE TM
FORUM’S BENCHMARKING
PROGRAM FOR SEVERAL YEARS
NOW AND HAVE HAD CONSISTENT
PARTICIPATION FROM THE SOME OF
THE WORLD’S LARGEST SERVICE
PROVIDERS. WHAT DO THEY HOPE
TO LEARN FROM THE RESULTS OF
THE STUDIES YOU CONDUCT?
GRAHAM: They are looking at business
performance, looking at a Balanced
Score Card of business performance
metrics for specific services. Revenue is
important, but not by itself. For example,
one of the special studies under
development now that looks at hot
industry issues is a benchmark on the
effectiveness of the self-service
channels for mobile service providers.
The CSPs are focusing on what is

normal performance in this area and
how to improve it. This is very relevant to
improving the bottom line, not just the
top line. Our participants ultimately
hope the information they receive from
working with us will improve both.
Q: IF A SERVICE PROVIDER WANTS
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE TM FORUM’S
ONGOING BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT STUDIES, HOW CAN
THEY GET INVOLVED AND WHAT
BENEFITS CAN THEY EXPECT?
GRAHAM: CSPs who want to participate
should write to
benchmark@tmforum.org. The process
is easy and there is no charge for TM
Forum CSP members. The major
benefits they’ll receive include
generating and accessing solid
comparative data that helps them to
support data-driven decision-making.
They’ll have an opportunity for dialogue
around best practices in a safe and
neutral environment, which lets them
identify problems without being
exposed and helps them to avoid
measuring internally only. And of course,
they’ll gain a much better awareness of
industry business performance trends
and facts so they can measure their
performance against their peers across
the industry.

Tonia Graham is CEO of e*Tezeract an
ISV in the IP Infrastructure Management
software area offering products and
services used by both service providers
and enterprise. She is also an officer on
the TMF Board of Directors and the
Program Director of the TM Forum
Business Benchmarking Program. Ms.
Graham has 30 years of experience in
the telecom management, networking,
and computer industries. She can be
reached at tgraham@tmforum.org

TONI GRAHAM’S TOP
5 KPIS
Revenue growth
Measure profitability by margin or the
ratio of OPEX to revenue
Subscriber growth
Customer retention
Time to market for new internal and
third-party services
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Accomplish Operational Dexterity
Ensure sustained profitable growth
Today’s most profitable communications service
providers know the value of combining lean operations
with service agility.
• Extract greater value from the network
• Reduce risks to the revenue chain
• Leapfrog the competition with innovative service
bundles
• Bring to market content-based services
• Achieve subscriber lock-in with sticky service offerings
• Adopt operational assurance practices to optimize
processes

Subex is a leading global provider of Operations
Support System and Business Support System
solutions that empower you to achieve operational
dexterity.
Subex pioneered the strategic concept of the Revenue
Operations Center (ROC) - a centralized and integrated
infrastructure for end-to-end monitoring, measurement
and control of operational impacts on revenue, costs
and profit.
Subex’s customers include 32 of the world’s 50 largest
telecom operators by revenue. The company has more
than 150 installations in over 60 countries. Best-inclass software solutions enabling: new service
creation, subscriber-centric fulfillment, provisioning
automation, revenue assurance & cost management,
data integrity management, fraud management and
interconnect/interparty settlement.

To find out more, visit http://www.subexworld.com or contact us at
USA: +1 303 301 6200
INDIA: +91 80 6659 8700
UK: +44 20 7826 5420

www.subexworld.com

CANADA: +1 905 886 7818
DUBAI: +971 4 3642591
SINGAPORE: +65 6338 1218
powering the ROC

